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Abstract—In recent years, many control applications have
replaced safety critical mechanical systems with distributed realtime embedded systems comprising of many processors, sensors
and actuators interlaced together with a dedicated communication network and without any mechanical backup e.g., steer-bywire used in steering systems of automotive vehicles. Such systems
demand a high level of reliability and performance. These systems
also have severe cost constraints so including redundant components in the end product is not a viable solution for improving
reliability and performance. Another solution is to continuously
monitor the system and introduce fault diagnosis to ensure that
the dependability of the system is greater than the dependability
of its constituent hardware and software components. Active
diagnosis is one such technique that improves the reliability of
the system by diagnosing facts at run-time for fault isolation and
error recovery. The presented work addresses an active diagnosis
scenario that uses diagnostic queries and a real-time database to
find faults within a distributed system that has limited resources
and strict deadlines. Since scheduling the diagnostic tasks is an
important aspect of a timely analysis of the system, a list schedule
has been proposed that calculates the points in time when the
diagnostic queries are executed and data is replicated to the
database. This a priori knowledge about the behavior of the
query executions will bound the time required for inferring faults
that will lead to a realizable diagnostic framework. The proposed
algorithm utilizes a priority scheme to schedule the diagnostic
tasks onto free processors within minimum time while respecting
their precedence and periodicity constraints. The paper presents
the approach in detail with the help of examples and results with
different design constraints.
Index Terms—distributed fault analysis, diagnosis, active diagnosis, real-time, distributed systems, list scheduling, timetriggered

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many control applications, such as railway
systems, electrical power distribution systems, automotive
systems and command/control systems have replaced safetycritical mechanical systems with distributed real-time embedded systems. For example, in automotive vehicles - steerby-wire (SBW) is such a component where the traditional
steering-system was replaced by a distributed system consisting of microprocessors, sensors, actuators etc., without any
mechanical backup [1]. These kind of applications demand a
high level of safety, performance and reliability. These systems also have severe cost constraints so including redundant

components in the end product is not a viable solution for
improving reliability and performance [2]. Another solution is
to continuously monitor the system for faults and ensure that
the embedded computer operates with a dependability that is
higher than the dependability of its constituent hardware and
software components. Since the electronic components can
fail at any given time, this level of dependability can only
be achieved if the system endorses fault tolerance [3]. An
important step in fault analysis is diagnosis that determines
the reasons of failures in terms of localization and state of
the system [4]. Diagnosis can either be performed by storing
the information and analyzing it later for maintenance and
engineering feedback (passive diagnosis) or by analyzing the
information at run time so that an immediate recovery action
can be taken (active diagnosis). In safety-critical systems, it
is important that a fault is determined and the problem is
solved within predictable time before the system reaches an
unsafe state but most existing active diagnosis solutions do
not support strict timing constraints that are essential for fault
analysis in real-time applications [4]. Most control applications
manage the loss of control inputs only for a few cycles but
longer outages shut off the system completely due to the
incurring fault. For example, in a steer-by-wire the maximum
time for which the control systems can freeze the actuators is
50ms [5]. This aspect raises the need of a diagnostic solution
that respects the timing constraints in control applications
and identifies faults within predictable time. Prior work has
been performed by authors in [2] and [6] but their work is
application specific and focuses mainly on actuator diagnosis
in automotive vehicles.
This paper addresses fault analysis in a distributed system
that has limited resources and stringent timing constraints. The
system identifies faults using a graph of queries that is modeled
on resource description framework data. This model has been
previously used by authors in [4]. Each query is associated
with a sensor or group of sensors that provide data with
respect to their specific periods. These sensors utilize localerror identification methods, e.g. message classification, to
provide diagnostic facts of the system that serve as the starting
point for the analysis. For controlled analysis, these facts are
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divided into intermediate steps called symptoms. Each fact is
realized as a query in the real-time database and is used for the
generation of symptoms or identification of faults. The output
data from the sensors is stored in this real-time database,
and is timely and consistently replicated to ensure distributed
execution of the queries. Since scheduling the diagnostic tasks
is an important aspect for a timely analysis of the system, this
paper proposes a heuristic to schedule the diagnostic queries
used in such a system. The purpose of the scheduler is to
guarantee fault identification within predictable time while
respecting the precedence and periodicity constraints of the
diagnostic tasks. Prior to the execution of the queries, the
scheduler will decide the points in time at which the data
will be replicated or the query will be executed. This a priori
knowledge about the behavior of the query executions will
bound the time required for inferring faults that will lead to a
realizable diagnostic framework [4].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides an overview of the related work. Section III discusses
the structural and application model used for the analysis.
Section IV discusses the heuristic in detail along with an
example and experimental results. Lastly, section V provides a
discussion of the proposed heuristic and also illustrates some
future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In the state-of-the-art, a lot of work has been performed
in the field of distributed fault analysis and diagnosis. One of
the famous examples for active diagnosis is the classical PMC
model [7] that was later modified to identify transient faults in
distributed systems [8]. In these models researchers worked on
the assumption that processors test each other and swap test
results to identify underlying faults. Since it is hard to acquire
test results, many comparison-based techniques have been
proposed where tasks are duplicated onto processing elements
and their end results are compared to identify the faulty-ones
[9]–[12]. These techniques were modified by authors in [13]
and [14], where the on-line scheduler executes multiple copies
of tasks on different processors using the spare processing capacity of the system. Bayesian inference and dynamic decision
networks were used in [15] for fault identification and recovery
in an on-board architecture. An on-line diagnosis technique is
presented by authors in [16], where they used residuals from
parametric estimations to identify faults in a non-linear model.
Another on-line diagnosis technique used Kalman filters with
a set of precision samples to identify faults in non-linear
systems [17]. There are many other model-based techniques
where system behavior is compared with a reference model to
identify faults [18]–[22]. In [23] and [24], authors have used
model-based methods to self validate actuators and broadcast
their status to the rest of the system. Most of these aforementioned methods do not consider stringent timing constraints
and reliability requirements that are essential for analysis
in real-time distributed systems. Moreover, they assume that
the defaulted processors do not effect the end results and
are masked by the faultless ones. On the other hand, this

approach diagnosis failed components within the strict timing
constraints of the distributed system and takes into account
the defaulted processors while diagnosing the system.
In [2] and [6], authors have proposed time-constrained
fault identification techniques for steer-by-wire and fly-bywire systems of automotive vehicles. They utilize modelbased techniques to diagnose actuators in a distributed fashion.
Although these techniques also follow the strict timing constraints required in real-time distributed systems, our approach
is different in the following aspects: 1). our diagnosis model
follows rule-based inference methods and semantic web techniques to identify both hardware and software failures [4], 2).
in addition to identifying faults, our technique implements the
relevant recovery actions including the application-specified
ones that are not considered in the mentioned approaches, 3).
in the aforementioned approaches, authors have considered a
contention free communication network while our approach
considers the possibility of limited communication resources,
4). we have used non-preemptive scheduling in contrast to
preemptive one to avoid unnecessary overheads and 5). our
application model is based on a directed multi-query graph
(DMG) that has a specific deadline and consists of different
periodic queries. Therefore, in addition to the deadline constraint, the scheduler has to consider the cyclic period of each
query.
List scheduling [25] is one of the most studied class of
heuristics. The basic structure of list scheduling consists of
two parts: assigning priorities to the tasks on the basis of
task level or path length or path time of the input task
graph, and then scheduling the tasks in decreasing order of
their priorities. Once calculated, the task priorities remain
constant and do not change during their assignment to the
processors. Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) [26]
is one such scheduling algorithm that uses a recursive approach
in the bottom-up direction to determine the order of the
nodes. The Critical Path/Most Immediate Successors First
(CP/MISF) [27] algorithm executes the nodes in decreasing
order of their bottom level. The Dynamic Critical Path (DCP)
[28] scheduling algorithm follows the critical pattern traversal
approach and attempts to minimize the schedule length at each
step considering the remaining critical path. A final schedule
is unattainable until all the nodes have been processed. In
another algorithm [29], critical path nodes are scheduled first
and then non critical path nodes are scheduled on the basis
of their bottom level. Modified Critical Path (MCP) [30]
heuristic orders the nodes according to their bottom level
and for nodes with equal bottom levels, the bottom levels
of the successor nodes are considered. The aforementioned
techniques are generally used for scheduling aperiodic tasks
in parallel systems. Since our application model considers
periodic tasks so the heuristic has to be modified to fulfill
the requirements of active diagnosis in distributed real-time
systems.

III. S YSTEM M ODEL
This section elaborates the architecture and application
model of a distributed system with active diagnosis. In addition, we outline the restrictions and constraints that are
necessary for the proposed algorithm.
A. Architecture Model
The model for the target parallel system consists of N
nodes comprising R routers and C cores with L links between
them. The nodes are connected with each other using bidirectional communication links. The system has the following
restrictions:
1) The system has homogeneous cores with heterogeneous
links and routers. Input data essential for the diagnosis
is coming from the sensors present in the system.
2) The system runs both the target and diagnostic applications in parallel with each other.
3) The cores are designated for the processing of queries
only and will not take part in any kind of communication. Similarly, routers are only available for the
transmission of messages.
4) The schedule is computed on the same parallel system
but it has its own dedicated resources which do not
take part in the execution of the scheduled DMG. Since
there are no resource conflicts between the execution and
computation of the schedule, they both are executed in
parallel without any conflicts.
5) The scheduling is non-preemptive i.e. the cores are
designated to process one task at a time only. The
scheduler decides the point in time and the core at which
each task is processed prior to the start of execution.
6) Communication is carried out via a deterministic protocol such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
and only one message is transmitted through a link at a
given time.
7) If two tasks are scheduled on the same core then their
communication cost is negligible. This is in regard
with the fact that in many parallel systems, distant
communication is generally more costly than local communication.
8) If dependent tasks are scheduled on different cores then
they incur a communication cost that is computed by
the scheduler depending on the cost of the path upon
which the communication is carried out and the size of
the communicated message.
9) Once a task has been assigned to a processor, it executes
all its periodic iterations on that processor only. The
computation time of the task does not change and all
the iterations require the same amount of time to be
executed.
10) Similarly, a communicating task executes all its iterations on the path that has been assigned to it. Also, the
execution time of the communicating task remains the
same for all of its iterations.
11) Each core has dedicated memory and there are no
memory constraints, i.e. the cores have enough memory

Fig. 1. Example of a Parallel System

to store the data without any problems. Moreover, there
is no conflict for memory resources.
There is no restriction on the structure of the parallel system
and it can follow any topology with an arbitrary number of
nodes and with an arbitrary number of communication links
between them. An example of the parallel system is depicted
in Fig. 1.
B. Application Model
We consider a diagnostic scenario where the input is a
directed graph of queries. This graph is formally termed as Diagnostic Multi-Query Graph (DMG) and has been previously
used by the authors in [4]. A DMG is similar to a directed
task graph with the exception that it is implemented using a
real-time database.
In a DMG, each root node is associated with a set of sensors
that provide continuous input data according to their periods.
This input data is stored in a real-time database. The sensors
utilize local-error detection methods to formulate diagnostic
facts that are further used to identify symptoms, faults and to
propose respective recovery actions. These diagnostic facts are
realized as queries in this real-time database and are executed
repeatedly to keep the diagnosis up-to-date with the input data.
In the DMG, the queries are represented by nodes and the
relationship between the queries within the real-time database
is represented by edges. The nodes are labeled with the worstcase execution time of their associated queries. Since we are
dealing with real-time systems, each node is cyclic with a strict
period [31]. A strict period means that if a task A has a period
TA then the difference between the starting points of two of
its consecutive iterations should be equal to TA . Here, nodes
are termed as features (without incoming edges), symptoms
(with both incoming and outgoing edges) and faults (without
outgoing edges) respectively. The edges are labeled with the
amount of data the nodes are transmitting to the database and a
history interval that identifies the past executions of the parent
node from which the data is required for the execution of the
target node. As a query repeats its execution each time with a
different set of input data so it is possible that its corresponding
child query requires data from one of its previous or following
repetitions rather than its current one. The start of the history
interval shows the number of the repeated instance of the
parent node that starts the data transference and the end of

itself after an interval Tv . This interval is termed as
time period and is the exact time elapsed between two
consecutive iterations of v [32]. It can be represented
with the following equation:
Tv = svi+1 − svi

(2)

where svi+1 and svi are the start times of (i+1)th and ith
iteration of task v respectively.
In this paper we are restricting the time periods of two
communicating tasks to be either equal to or be multiples
of each other for successful transmission of data between
them. If vp is transmitting data to vc then we can use
(3) or (4) to calculate the number of times each task has
to be repeated for complete transmission of data. This
restriction has also been used by authors in [33].

Fig. 2. Directed Multi-Query Graph - G

the interval represents the number of the repeated instance till
which the data is required by the child node. In simpler words,
the output data obtained between these repeated instances of
the parent node is required for the execution of the child
node. The history interval also determines the instances when
features and symptoms can be discarded from the real-time
database and the acceptable communication delay between
parent and child node.
Such a graph can be represented by:
G = (V, E, T, w, d)

∀vi ∈ V

(1)

where each vertex vi ∈ V is a non-divisible periodic
task. Each directed edge evi vj ∈ E illustrates the precedence
constraint between vi ∈ V and vj ∈ V such that vi is the
parent vertex to vj . A positive weight wvi represents the worstcase execution time of vertex vi ∈ V, Qvi describes the query
associated with this vertex while Tvi represents its time period.
Data devi vj on edge evi vj account to the amount of data being
transferred from the parent node vi to the child node vj . This
amount of data effects the communication cost between the
tasks as larger data will take more time to transfer [2]. The
edge evi vj ∈ E is also labeled with a history interval, <aij ,bij >.
Here aij and bij represent the ath and bth instances of the
parent vertex vi ∈ V. The subsequent child node vj ∈ V
cannot start its execution before all of the data between these
particular executions of vi has been successfully transmitted to
its assigned processor. The size of the DMG is not restricted
and it can have any arbitrary size and structure. An example
of the DMG is shown in Fig. 2.
In our system, we assume that the structure of the application and the target parallel system is completely known prior
to execution.
C. Graph Properties
This section will elaborate some characteristics related to
the graph G that are utilized in the algorithm.
1) Time Period
Since we are dealing with periodic tasks, for a task graph
G represented by (1), each vertex v ∈ V will repeat

nvp =

T vc
T vp

if

T vc ≥ T vp

∀vp ∈ V

∀vc ∈ V

(3)

nvc =

T vp
T vc

if

T vp > T vc

∀vp ∈ V

∀vc ∈ V

(4)

where nvp and nvc are the number of times vp and vc
have to be repeated for successful transmission of data
between them.
2) Hyper-Period
For a set V of n periodic tasks in graph G represented
by (1), the hyper-period Hp is the minimum time interval after which V will repeat its execution [32]. It is
calculated by taking the least common multiple of time
periods of all tasks present in V.
Hp = LCM(Tv1 , Tv2 , ..., Tvn ) ∀v ∈ V

∀T v ∈ G

(5)

The hyper-Period is an important characteristic of a task
set and is used to calculate the number of times each task
is repeated within one complete execution of the graph
[33].
Hp
nv =
∀v ∈ V ∀T v ∈ G
(6)
Tv
where nv is the number of times each task v ∈ V has
to be repeated within one interval and Hp is the hyperperiod of the task graph G. It has to be noted that the
final schedule length for one complete iteration of task
graph G will never be less than its hyper-period.
3) Utilization Factor
For a set V of n periodic tasks in task graph G represented by (1), the utilization factor UT is the fraction
of processor time taken by the task set to complete its
execution [32]. It can be represented as:
n

wvi
i=1 Tvi

UT = ∑

∀v ∈ V

∀T v ∈ G

(7)

where wvi is the execution time of vi and Tvi is its
corresponding time period.
4) Path Length
For a task graph G represented by (1), a path p from

vertex v0 ∈ V to vertex vi ∈ V is a sequence of vertexes
<v0 ,v1 ,...,vi > ∈ V such that they are connected by edges
<ev0 v1 ,ev1 v2 ,...,evi-1 vi > ∈ E [25].
The sum of the weights of the vertexes and edges,
belonging to the path p ∈ G, is termed as path length
[25] plp and can be described by (8).
plp =

∑

wv +

v∈p,V

∑

de

∀p ∈ G

(8)

e∈p,E

where wv is the computation time of the vertex v and de
is the amount of data being transmitted on the edge e.
5) Bottom Level
For a graph G represented by (1), the bottom level blvi of
a task vi ∈ V is the longest path in the graph from vi to
vn (sink node) [25]. It can be calculated by determining
the maximum path length using (8) from vi to vn .
blv = maxvi ∈(desc(v)∩sink(G))

pl(v → vi )

(9)

where desc(v) is a set of descendants of task v and
sink(G) is the task vn in a set V of n periodic tasks
with no further successors. If desc(v) = 0/ then bl v = wv .
IV. S CHEDULER
Our algorithm is based on list scheduling heuristic and
prioritizes the tasks on the basis of the bottom level of each
node. The ordered list is then scheduled onto a free processor
while respecting the precedence and periodicity constraints
of each task. Initially, the algorithm performs a test on the
input DMG to determine whether it can be scheduled or not.
This test is performed in accordance with the following two
conditions.
• First, the algorithm calculates the utilization factor of
the DMG using (7). For every schedulable DMG, the
following condition holds true [32].
UT ≤ 1

•

where UT is the total utilization factor of the DMG.
According to (7), this condition holds true only when
for each vertex v ∈ V, T v ≥ wv . This statement is logical
because if a task has greater execution time than its time
period then it will definitely miss its deadline irrespective
of the algorithm used and thus cannot be scheduled.
If parent-child tasks have unrelated time periods then the
DMG cannot be scheduled [33]. If a task vp ∈ V with
a time period Tp is transmitting data to vc ∈ V with a
time period Tc then one of the following two conditions
should hold true for the DMG to be schedulable.
Tp
= 0 i f Tp > Tc
Tc
Tc
=0
Tp

if

Tc ≥ Tp

If the above two conditions hold true then the scheduler
calculates the hyper-period of the DMG using (5) and the
number of instances required by each task to complete its

execution within one complete execution of the DMG using
(6). These number of instances are important to calculate the
schedule length for one complete iteration of the DMG. The
scheduler then identifies the paths in the DMG through parentchild relationship of each vertex. Each vertex is assigned a
priority according to its bottom level that is calculated via
(9), as illustrated in Fig. 6. The tasks are then sorted and are
systematically assigned to free processors when they become
ready. A task is said to be ready for execution when all of its
parent tasks have completed their execution. The scheduler
calculates the number of instances required by each child
vertex to start its execution and then adds a vertex to the
ready list only when all of its parent vertexes have completed
their required number of executions. The list is then sorted
in descending order of the task priorities. This has been
illustrated in Fig. 7.
Each task from the ready list is then assigned to a free processor. An important characteristic during this assignment is
the successful transmission of data required for the execution
of the task. If parent-child tasks are assigned to different core
then corresponding communication tasks are created having
priority and time period equivalent to that of the receiving
task. A message is ready for transmission when its sending
task has completed its required number of executions. The
time required for transmitting a message mvi vj from vi to vj
is expressed by (10) when both tasks are assigned to two
different cores with a total of n links between them. Here
the amount of data being transmitted is expressed by dvi vj and
R(Li ) represents the transmission rate of link Li . For example,
consider two cores C1 and C2 with links L1 and L2 between
them. The transmission rate for L1 is 2 units/sec while 3
units/sec for L2 . Now if a task v1 is transmitting 6 units of
data from C1 to task v2 that is assigned to C2 then the total
time required for transmitting the data is 5 seconds.
n

1
R(L
i)
i=1

c(mvi vj ) = dvi vj ∑

(10)

Moreover, in order to ensure that the data is completely
transferred from the parent to the child task, the algorithm
calculates the number of instances a communicating task has to
be repeated for complete transmission of its output data using
(3) or (4) depending upon the time periods of the tasks. This
concept has been extracted from [33]. For example, consider
a task v1 with a time period T1 of 2 units that has to transfer
data to a task v2 with a time period T2 of 6 units. Then
three iterations of v1 should be completed and data should
be completely transferred from these iterations to the core
assigned to v2 before it starts its execution. This has been
illustrated in Fig. 3. An important point to note here is that
the output data is being buffered at the sending processor until
a processor is assigned to the receiving task. This is because, in
our scheduler, the tasks are assigned to processors only when
they become ready and the sending task is unaware of this
assignment until it has completed all of its required executions

or a message is transmitted. As the DMG is periodic, each
vertex repeats itself maximum amount of times required for
the successful completion of its child vertexes. This amount
is determined through the history interval represented on each
edge of the DMG. The DMG continues its execution until the
fault, is found i.e. the sink node is completely executed.
A. Basic Example
Fig. 3. Example of data transmission between two periodic tasks with different
time periods

at which point all of the buffered data is transferred to the
processor of the receiving task.
After generation of the ready task list, the scheduler traverses through the list of cores present in the system. If a
core is free, the first task from the ready task list is assigned
to it. If a parent task of the assigned task is executed on a
different core, then the scheduler generates a communicating
task. This communicating task is assigned to a path available
between the cores that produces least communication time.
The duration of this communicating task is calculated using
(10) as depicted in Fig. 8. If a transmission path is unavailable
or the task conflicts with other tasks assigned to the link then
the child task is assigned to the other free processor and the
process is repeated. This has been illustrated in Fig. 9. The
conflicts for processors and links are resolved with the help
of following conditions.
• A task can only be assigned to a processor p if it does
not hinder the execution of the tasks already assigned to
that processor. Consider a task vj ∈ V that needs to be
assigned to a processor p that has executed (k-1) iterations
of a task vi ∈ V, then vj can only be assigned if,
Svj [0] + wvj ≤ Svi [k]

•

where Svj [0] is the start time of the iteration 0 of vj and
wvj is its corresponding computation time. Svi [k] is the
start time of the current periodic iteration of vi .
A message can only be transmitted through two routers Ra
and Rb on a link Lab if it does not hinder the transmission
of the messages already assigned to that link. Consider
a message mvk vl that needs to be transmitted from Ra to
Rb through a link Lab that has executed (k-1) iterations
of a message mvi vj then the former message can only be
assigned to this link if,
Smvk vl [0] + c(mvk vl ) ≤ Smvi vj [k]

where Smvk vl [0] is the start time of the iteration 0 of mvk vl
and c(mvk vl ) is its corresponding computation time on
link Lab . Smvi vj [k] is the start time of the current periodic
transmission of mvi vj .
The algorithm continues execution until all the tasks in the
DMG are successfully scheduled. The end results represent
the schedule length of one complete iteration of the DMG
and also the points in time at which each vertex is executed

This section illustrates a basic example of the aforementioned algorithm. Consider the directed multi-query graph
given in Fig. ?? that has to be scheduled on a parallel system
represented by Fig. ??. The worst case execution time of each
vertex is one and the amount of data being transferred is also
one. The corresponding system has one node consisting of two
cores with a single router between them.
The utility factor of this DMG, calculated using (7), is 0.75
and since the time periods of the related vertexes are multiples
of each other so the DMG can be scheduled. In Fig. ??, vertex
v1 has two paths A = < v1 ,v2 ,v4 > and B = < v1 ,v3 ,v4 >. Both
paths have the same length, i.e. plA = 1+1+1+1+1 = 5 and
plB = 5. So according to (9) the bottom level for vertex v1 ,
blv1 = 5. Similarly, blv2 = blv3 = 3 and blv4 = 1. Thus the
scheduling order is < v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 >. The hyper-period of the
DMG according to (5) is 8, so according to (6), nv1 = nv2 =
8
4 = 2 and nv3 = nv4 = 1. The corresponding system has a
single node with two cores and one router, see Fig. ??. As v1
has no prior restrictions and is ready for execution, it starts its
execution at core C1 at 0 seconds and repeats itself after every
4 seconds. As both v1 and v2 have the same time periods, v2
is ready for execution after 1 second. The next iteration of v1
on C1 starts after 4 seconds while v2 ends its execution after 1
+ 1 = 2 seconds thus it does not cause any problem with the
execution of v1 . Therefore v2 starts its execution on C1 at 1
second and repeats itself after every 4 seconds. Now, Tv1 = 4
and Tv3 = 8, so v1 has to be repeated twice for v3 to be ready
for execution. v1 completes its second iteration at 5 seconds
at which point v3 is ready. Now, C1 is not free at 5 seconds as
v2 also starts its second iteration at this point so v3 is assigned
to C2 . This means that the output data of v1 required by v3
needs to be transmitted from C1 to C2 . One unit datum needs
to be transmitted for one instance of v1 - as two instances are
required for v3 so the total amount of data to be transferred is 2
units/second. The total duration for this message transmission,
according to (10), is 2 · [ 12 + 12 ] = 2 seconds. So the message
m13 starts its transmission after 5 seconds and ends after 7
seconds. At this point v3 starts its execution on C2 and repeats
after every 8 seconds. Now, v4 requires two instances of v2
and one instance of v3 to start its execution. So v4 is ready
after 8 seconds but still requires data from v2 . The duration for
this transmission is also 2 seconds and as it does not hinder
the transmission of m13 so m24 starts its transmission after 8
seconds. Vertex v4 starts its transmission after 10 seconds and
completes at 11 seconds. Thus the total schedule length for
one complete iteration of the given DMG is 11 seconds. This
example has been illustrated by a time-line diagram in Fig. 5.

(a) DMG

(b) Parallel System

Fig. 4. Example used to illustrate the algorithm

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

V ← Set of all vertexes in G
R ← Set of Ready Tasks
nv ← 0, instances need to be completed for task to execute
for each vertex vi ∈ V do
Check ← true
if vi ∈
/ R then
Parents ← Set of parents of vi
for each vertex v j ∈ Parents do
Tv
nv ← Tv i
j

if nv < 1 then
nv ← 1
end if
if nv 6= completed − instancesv j then
Check ← f alse
break
end if
end for
if Check == true then
Add vi to R
end if
end if
end for
Sort R in descending order.

Fig. 7. Pseudo-code representation of algorithm used to generate the ReadyTask list

Fig. 5. Time-Line representation of the Schedule

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

P ← Set of all paths in G
for each path pi ∈ P do
PathLength ← PathLength pi
Di f f erence ← 0
for each vertex vi ∈ pi do
TaskID ← ID of the next vertex v j ∈ pi
dvi v j ← GetDatavi (TaskID)
Priority ← PathLength − Di f f erence
PathLength ← Priority
Di f f erence ← wvi + dvi v j
if Priority > Priorityvi then
Priorityvi ← Priority
end if
end for
end for

Fig. 6. Pseudo-code representation of algorithm used to calculate Bottom
Level of vertexes

B. Algorithm Complexity and Experimental Results
The worst-case time complexity of the aforementioned
algorithm is O(PVE · log(V) · max(NL )) where P represents
the total number of processors in the system, V and E are the
number of vertexes and edges in the DMG while max(NL ) is
the maximum number of links present between two processors
in the system. Here, Vlog(V) represents the worst-case time
complexity of the sorting algorithm. The complexity shows
that the size of the DMG effects the time taken by the
algorithm to compute the schedule length. The greater the size
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function - GetDuration(inst, C1 , C2 , D, L)
L12 ← Set of connections between C1 and C2
Duration ← 0, Duration of a single message
for each connection li in L12 do
Total − Rateli ← 0
for each route ri in li do
1
Total − Rateli = Total − Rateli + Rate
ri
end for
end for
Sort L12 in increasing order of their total rates
for each connection li in L12 do
if li is free then
Duration ← inst ∗ Data ∗ Total − Rateli
if message of this Duration is schedulable on li then
li ← Active
L ← li
Return Duration
end if
end if
end for
Return -1

Fig. 8. Pseudo-code representation of algorithm used to assign links to
messages

of the DMG, the greater would be the computation time of the
algorithm. This scenario will be further discussed in future
works.
For experimental purposes, the scheduling lengths for the
DMGs given in Fig. 10 were calculated. The parallel system
represented in Fig. 1 was used as the targeted system. Here,
each link had a rate of 2 units/second. Both the worst-case
execution time and time periods of the DMGs are given in
milliseconds. The schedule length for Fig. 10a was calculated
as 15 ms, for Fig. 10b it was 12 ms, for Fig. 10c it was
calculated as 27 ms and for Fig. 10d it was 19 ms. The
algorithm was programmed in C and executed on a linux based
operating system. It took approximately 30 ms to calculate
schedule lengths for Fig. 10a, 10b and 10d while it took
approximately 34 ms to calculate schedule length for Fig.
10c. The results were not compared with other diagnostic
techniques because the aforementioned scenario for diagnosis
is different from other scenarios and the input DMG has only
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24:
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27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
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34:
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49:

E ← Set of Executing Tasks
R ← Set of Ready Tasks
Cores ← Set of all Cores
M ← Set of Executing Messages
total − time ← total time elapsed till now
for each core ci ∈ C do
for each task ri ∈ R do
if ci is free then
P ← Parentsri
Total − Message − Duration ← 0
index ← 0
Messages ← 0/
Link ← NULL, Connection used for message transmission
for each task pi in P do
if ci 6= core pi then
Data ← GetDatari (index)
Tr
instances ← Tpi
i
if instances < 1 then
instances ← 1
end if
Duration ← GetDurationinstances,ci (core pi , Data, Link)
if Duration 6= −1 then
Total − Message − Duration ← Total − Message −
Duration + Duration
Create a message m pi ri
RecTaskm pi ri ← ri
SendTaskm pi ri ← pi
Tm pi ri ← Tpi
Dm pi ri ← Duration
Linkm pi ri ← Link
Add-Start-Timesm pi ri (total-time)
Add m pi ri to Messages
end if
end if
index + +
end for
Start − Time ← total − time + Total − Message − Duration
if ri is schedulable on ci then
P & ci ← Active
coreri ← ci
Add ri to E
Add-Start-Timesri (Start-Time)
Remove ri from R
Copy contents of Messages to M
else
Free the links assigned to M
end if
end if
end for
end for

through examples and implementations, the algorithm works
successfully and produces a schedule of one complete iteration
of the DMG. However, there is still room for improvement in
the algorithm.
As illustrated in Section IV, the queries are related to each
other and require data from previous intervals to complete
their execution. In list schedulers, a task is assigned to a core
only when all of its precedence constraints are fulfilled. Hence
the data required for the execution of a task can only be
transmitted to its assigned core when all of its parent tasks
have completed their execution. This means that the output
data of a parent task needs to be buffered till all other parent
tasks are executed. This creates an unwanted delay that effects
the overall schedule length. We propose a two step execution
plan to solve this problem. The tasks are initially assigned
to cores according to their priorities with the assumption that
there is a precedence constraint but no data transfer between
them. These assignments are then used to compute the actual
schedule without any assumption. If according to the initial
assignment, two tasks assigned to the same core hinder each
other then the schedule will be recomputed until this problem
is solved.
As described in Section IV, the proposed algorithm considers the shortest route of transmission between two cores but
tasks are randomly assigned to the cores. Another improved
feature would be to assign two related tasks either to the same
core or two different cores that are closest to each other. This
will reduce the communication time between the tasks and
will hence improve the overall schedule length.
For future work, we will modify the algorithm according
to the above mentioned scenarios to improve the overall
schedule length. Moreover, currently we are assuming that
there are no memory restrictions in the parallel system but we
will introduce these restrictions to formulate a more realistic
approach.

Fig. 9. Pseudo-code representation of algorithm used to assign tasks to cores
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